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songs, all bearing titles that include

a

woman's name or a reference to

I World's

t,

WILDEH: Sketches of "The
Most Beautiful
Girls"-Liza; Have You Met Miss

Jones; Ellery Sweet Lorena;
Murry Hill; Honeysuckle Rose;
Peg O'My Heart; Sweet Lorraine;
Mimi; Sleepytime Gal; Girl on the
Magazine Cover; A Pretty Girl ts

Like a Melody; ln My Harem;
Jeannie with the Light Brown
Hair; Sweet Sue; Mah Lindy Lou
The New York Wind Ouintet
Golden Crest CRS-4208, $9.98

WILDER: Sonata No. 2 for Flute
and Piano; Small Suite for Flute
and Piano; Suite for Unaccompanied Flute
MARTIN: Ballade
Virginia Nanzetta. flute; Milton Kaye,
piano

Golden Crest RE 7065, $9.98

Alec Wilder was a much loved

and

talented musical dilettante. He wrote

an important work on .the

popular

song, American Popular Song: The
Great lnnovators,, and a highly re.
garded autobiographical work, Letters I

Never Mailed. He composed successf ul popular songs; the latest
recording of his l'll Be Around is to be
heard on Carly Simon's fascinating

new album , Torch (BSK 3Sg2). Wilder
also composed a great deal of serious
and ligtrt music, examples of which
are to be heard on the two records
under consideration here.

Sketches

of the World's

Most

Beautiful G//s is a reissue of a disc
that is by now over twenty years olcl.
Not that there is anything wrong with
age, but it is difficult to imagine for
whom this dull record is intended. lt
consists of a string of sixteen popular

April 1982

a

woman, arranged for wind quintet.
The performances by the New York
Woodwind Ouintet are competent but
lacking in spark or subtlety of phrasing. Tempos vary little (all the works

are played at a moderatol

dynamics seem to be stuck at ntf

and
.

The recorded sound is poor and
unflattering to the instrumental timbres. The stereo image is constricted
and there is no front to back depth nor
any sense of space around the instruments. Graphics on the record
sleeve are 19SOs bland, and the liner

notes are chatty, but hardly

stimulating. My copy of the record
was warped.
The sound on the flute disc is, if
anything, worse than that on the Gi7ls
record. The flute is far too closely
recorded and the sound bounces all
around the sound stage most

disconcertingly whenever Nanzetta
plays louder than mf. Worse still, as
the sound of the flute gets louder, the
upper partials become separated from
the fundamental and shoot off down
some acoustic tunnel in the left channel. The piano seems to har, e been

with a blanket and pushed
twenty feet behind the flute. There is
draped

faint. but continuous pre-echo, and,

most strangely, a continuous squeaking sound as though there had been a
mouse in one of the microphones.
ln some respects, the repertoire on
this disc is well chosen in the
similarities among the works, but tlre
performances are such that the works
seem to be too similAr.
Nanzetta is an adequate plaver, bt.rt

Kaye barely makes any interilretative

impression. Each work, anrl each
movement within the works calls for

a

sharper characterization.

The works themselves are not
without interest but could do with
more persuasive interpretations and
recorded sound.
IFAN PAYNE
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TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
in D, Op. 35
Arthur Grumiaux, violin; Concertgebouw
Orchestra; Bernard Haitink, conductor
Philips 6527 067, $6.98

This recording is a reissue, in the
cheaper Sequenza line, of a performance that originally appeared in
1 961 on Epic BC 3745 for which you
paid $5.95 (for the stereo version).
The reviewer in High Fidelity could not
recommend this perf ormance in

1961, and neither can I now.
First, there is only 34 min. 7 sec.
worth of music spread over the two
sides.

Second, the recorded sound is terrible. All of the instruments seem piled
on top of each other in a single row
from left to right. The dynamic range
of the recording goes only from about

mf to ff, and the violin is recorded
much too closely. I can hear
Grumiaux's fingernails on the fingerboard.

Third, Grumiaux plays with an
unrelenting intensity that is f inally
wearing.

Fourth, there is a cut of ten
measures, from measure 150, in the
first movement.

Fifth, for

$

5.98 you can

buy

Heifetz's glowing and sensitive perfor-

:.;'i,"::,,-,.':,.'"] is coupled with his classic account of
irr::itti.::
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